OLIVARI | Marilyn

The Marilyn handle is designed by Chinese architect Ma Yansong and boasts an understated aesthetic. Incorporating a finely tuned balance between positive and negative space, Marilyn fuses architectural and industrial design through smooth curves and an ergonomic handle.

www.olivari.com

TURNSTYLE DESIGNS | Hammered

The Hammered range of lever handles from Turnstyle Designs features a textured surface achieved through the use of planishing hammers. The pattern is individually hand-beat into the distinctive brass surface, bringing out different indentations in each lever. This ensures that every product is unique and offers a different series of indentations to any other handle in the range. Evolving from a custom commission, the collection offers high-quality craftsmanship through design-led hardware, combining traditional and contemporary practices and processes for a durable, stylish and classic door furnishing. The versatile collection is available in burnished brass or nickel finishes, and can be adapted to suit a variety of projects, design schemes and environments.

www.turnstyledesigns.com

Attention to detail matters, with every touchpoint contributing to a memorable guest experience. Whether it’s door handles or escutcheon plates, these products combine functionality and aesthetics for an effective introduction.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HARDWARE | Trousdale

Created in collaboration with Kravitz Design, Trousdale is a hand-cast bronze door handle that features a distinctive mid-century design combined with modern touches inspired by the architecture of California’s Trousdale Estates neighbourhood. Marking the first step into the hardware category for Kravitz Design – the firm headed up by actor, musician and designer Lenny Kravitz – Trousdale brings a bold new perspective to the Rocky Mountain Hardware portfolio, offering sleek architectural elements with angular profiles and striking textural effects. Each offering is available in ten finishes, as well as a range of customisation options to suit individual tastes and a spectrum of design schemes. The collection features seven lever, grip and knob designs with complementary escutcheons for door applications.

www.rockymountainhardware.com

HOUSE OF EROJU | Dropp Lever

House of Eroju’s Dropp Lever collection brings together individualised craftsmanship and precision engineering for a bronzed handle with leather insets in the rose. Available in a variety of steel finishes and leather colour combinations, the Dropp collection is stylish and ergonomic.

www.houseoferoju.com